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Story
Scary Harry - The world's coolest grim reaper!

• Cool, instantly endearing characters
• The perfect mix: Thrills, goose pimples and bone-dry humour
• Ingenious illustrations by Fréderic Bertrand
• Bi-annual publication sequence
• Over 150.000 sold copies of the series

Souls in jars of pickled gherkins, a beastly bat, and a door into the next world in the living room – there’s
nothing in Scary Harry’s cosmos that isn’t there. Sonja Kaiblinger leads her readers into a wonderful crazy
world full of turbulent twists and original characters – spirited dialogues, dry-as-dust humour and a dead-
safe success guaranteed!

What happens in Vol. 6:
Getting Otto’s parents out of prison is proving to be harder than anyone had expected. Despite the help of
his best friend, Harry the Grim Reaper, Otto’s test teleportation object Vincent keeps ending up in the dingy
afterlife pub The Jellyfish instead of in Malcatraz. To take their minds off it all, Auntie Sharon organises a
skiing holiday for the whole gang. But no sooner have they hit the slopes than Harry finds himself having to
pull off some pretty hair-raising manoeuvres. Somebody seems to be following him...

AWARDED:

Sonja Kaiblinger

Scary Harry – Break a Legbone
(Vol. 6)
Scary Harry, Volume 6
illustriert von Fréderic Bertrand

10+ years, 1st edition 18/09/2017
256 Pages, 15.3 x 21.5 cm
ISBN 978-3-7855-8266-4
Hardcover

12.95 € (D)
incl. VAT, shipping extra
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Leipziger Lesekompass 2014 (age group 10-14 years)
LESERstimmen 2015 Award of young readers in Austria

Sonja Kaiblinger
Sonja Kaiblinger was born in 1985 in Krems, Austria. She worked as an ice-cream seller, copywriter, night-
watchman, airport employee and a commercial actress before she finally becoming a teacher. Her head is
full of stories, and she spends every spare moment writing them down. Sonja Kaiblinger lives in Vienna.

Press commentaries
Press reviews for the series:

“Sonja Kaibligner’s book is thrilling and full of surprises.“
Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung

"The highlight among the ghost stories in fall 2014!“
Gabi Strobel, börsenblatt

“Full of puns and action.”
Maren Partzsch, Eselsohr

“A funny book full of ghosts.“
Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung

“Getting things in line between life and death with Otto and his friends is fun … and lively.”
Eva Maus, eselsohr

“The edgy-exciting ghost story, whose secret hero is a talking bat, puts children in perfect Ghostbusters-
mood.”
Verena Hoenig, buchjournal

“Sonja Kaiblinger succeeds in combining her exuberant, funny and bizarre ideas into a precise and vivid
language.”
Ulrike Schultheis, Süddeutsche Zeitung

“A story full of amazing characters with the result that you long to go on a ghost hunt yourself.”
Nina Daebel, Münchner Merkur

“Start of a comically illustrated and hilarious ghost-series.”
Focus-Special "Die 100 best books 2013"

“Sharp dialogues with puns ensure great entertainment as well as action packed scenes, unexpected twists
and more than once a cliff hanger at the end of a chapter.”
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Heike Byn, Eselsohr

“[…] teems with bizarre details.”
Sabine Janssen, Rheinische Post

“The thrilling story is told with a lot of humour.”
Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung

“A fast pacing, weird adventure story where fear-laden and spooky themes surrounding ghosts and other
spectres are told with a wink.”
Jutta Kleedorfer, 1000 und 1 Buch

“An incredibly hilarious ghost story.“
Monster High

“Funny and well-written, […] a crime in an uncommon setting.”
Abendzeitung

“This story is exciting and wittily told.”
Cornelsen School Magazine 5-10

“This manhunt guarantees supernatural reading fun.”
German Foundation for reading

“Very spirited.”
Kölnische Rundschau

“Brilliant, bizarre and laugh-out-loud funny!“
lovelybooks.de

“Scary Harry is brimming with humour and imagination: a story with a hint of spookiness and plenty of
loveable character.”
Hamburger Morgenpost

More titles in this series
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Scary Harry – Bats: Free
Delivery! (Mini Book /

Prequel)

Scary Harry – Takes Leave
of his Senses (Vol. 1)

Scary Harry – The Reported
Dead Live Longer (Vol. 2)

Scary Harry – Master of All
Ghosts (Vol. 3)

Scary Harry – Down the Can
(Vol. 4)

Scary Harry – Strife Among
the Spooks (Vol. 5)
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Scary Harry – Bony
Greetings from Russia (Vol.

7)

Scary Harry – Too Dead to
be True (Vol. 8)

Scary Harry – The Skeleton
with the Golden Scythe (Vol.

9)
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